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Abstract
Indoor solutions as a part of cellular mobile networks’ planning have been used for years
in a way to fulfill the lack of an admissible coverage while subscribers experienced using
cellular phones indoors. On the other hand, network sharing is a commonly used solution for
mobile operators in order to lower their network capital and operational expenditures; that has
also commonly been used for Distributed Antenna System (DAS) solutions in indoor
deployments. Besides sharing, outsourcing network operation and maintenance has also been
widely accepted by wireless carriers all around the world after that IT outsourcing flow,
which started in late 90s, seemed to be quite promising for lowering operational costs.
The raise of new technologies in this domain that always promise higher, better and more
to subscribers, little by little started to become worrisome since operators have begun to
experience lower revenues from voice services during last couple of years as well as higher
demand of capacity. As a result, operators started considering deploying indoor networks as a
part of their planned network, with regard to the fact that during recent years the femtocell
technology became the hot topic for smallcell deployments. This way, MNOs could exploit
benefits of covering customers indoors efficiently as well as offloading mobile data traffic
from macro cellular networks. But a question rose afterwards; why sharing and outsourcing in
smallcell networks have not taken off yet? As they have been commonly used in macro
cellular networks and DAS solutions?
In this MSc thesis, cooperation between different actors of the shared indoor mobile
network ecosystem is studied by investigating both possible sharing models and the concept
of outsourcing network operation and management for smallcell networks. This investigation
has been done based on femtocells as the most suitable technology both for better coverage
and higher capacity. During this process, different roles of actors in the ecosystems, the
business relations between them and the main drivers of sharing were studied as well as
discussing the main beneficiary of sharing, in order to find different types of cooperation and
correlation in the ecosystem.
The main research questions in the thesis revolve around absence of sharing either active
or passively in indoor mobile networks as well as outsourcing network operation and
management. Eventually, a series of possible deployment models for shared and outsourced
indoor mobile networks are presented where they have been tried to be verified by a number
of use cases. As a result, this study proposes a set of recommendations for different possible
operators in the ecosystem in order to formulate a profitable business model for them. These
recommendations are believed to enable taking off sharing and outsourcing in smallcell
networks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The most apparent challenges in front of the mobile networks for future will be handling
the coverage and capacity issues, where during recent years the second factor is becoming
more and more delicate. According to The Swedish Post and Telecom Authority (PTS), Data
traffic in the mobile networks has increased dramatically in all Nordic countries during recent
years (Figure 1-1). To make this traffic increase a reality, and to harvest the underlying
business opportunity, this traffic growth has to be mastered without increasing network costs
in terms of both capital expenditure (CapEx) and operational expenditure (OpEx).
With the deployment of different access and core technologies such as UMTS and LTE,
which require changes in the access and/or Core Network (CN), the cost pressure on the
mobile operators greatly increases (both CapEx and OpEx). Therefore, the high demand for
data traffic in the 4th generation (4G) of mobile communications needs a drastic combination
of all available wireless technologies in mobile communications in order to fulfill the needs
plus assuring a reasonable return of investment (ROI). As a natural consequence, a new viable
business model emerges, in which two or more mobile operators share a common network
infrastructure. This reduces deployment and operation costs, and decreases the time to market
(Beckman & Smith, 2005).

Figure 1-1 Development of mobile data traffic
in the Nordic countries

Figure 1-2 Revenues from end users for mobile call
and data services

Based on the cost structure for mobile operators, in order to cope with such challenges,
Mobile Network Operators (MNO) are mainly interested in strategies that both reduce
network costs alongside developing new sources of revenues. As a proven case, MNOs
already have some collaboration in deployment of Macrocells and DASs (e.g. MOCN) or in
some cases outsourcing the network to a third party in order to lower the CapEx & OpEx of
networks, and finally the third method that contributes both horizontal and vertical partnership
that is a shared and outsourced network. The adopted solutions of sharing, that has been
surveyed, show cost savings up to 40% in terms of CapEx (Ericsson, 2012) where the latter
option seems to be the most likely to bring maximum benefits for existing MNOs where this
method focuses on both CapEx and OpEx. (Figure 1-3 illustrates a study done by NSN). It
1

should be added that similar studies and market surveys also predict the fact that such
solutions will be preferred by almost 60% of MNOs around the world when it mainly comes
to deploying LTE, but the issue is that these solutions are focusing either on standardization
efforts or concrete vendor products (ITU, 2011).

Figure 1-3 Typical expenditures for a European MNO (Source: Nokia Siemens Group, Analysis, 2007)

The study by NSN proposes the hypothesis that outsourcing and network sharing are
complementary ways to reduce costs and improve efficiency, where in this case, the
partnership is both horizontal and vertical. This hypothesis can be determined via the
following arguments. A shared network mainly focuses on CapEx savings where it is complex
to define and agree on network setup as well as difficult to implement without having a
common service manager and operator. On the other hand, outsourcing mainly focuses on
OpEx saving although it is less complex to implement and savings would show up faster.
Eventually, a shared and outsourced network where the operations and maintenance are
facilitated by an authoritative third party would bring the maximum benefits (Figure 1-4). It
should be mentioned that the shared and outsourced approach could be achieved via either of
the other methods as well. For instance a company that is capable of managing MNOs’
networks first becomes the outsourcee then offers to both operate and maintain the MNOs
network or MNOs get together and start sharing their infrastructure and then outsource the
management and operation to a third party (e.g. a joint venture). These two examples are
possible instances of the motion toward achieving maximum benefit for MNOs.

Figure 1-4 Different approaches toward reaching a Comprehensive system
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Discussing all available technologies in the wireless networks domain, the architecture of
4G relies heavily on offloading as much possible data traffic to devices other than macrocell
base stations and DAS i.e. femtocells and Wi-Fi networks. Therefore, it can be concluded that
the coexistence of Wi-Fi networks and femtocells in indoor networks alongside with LTE
base stations in outdoors can solve the coverage and capacity issues.
Although previous paragraphs do not demonstrate a holistic solution to resolve all
deficiencies but some general ideas for future of indoor networks are represented. According
to a survey conducted by IDATE 1, it is estimated that the worldwide femtocell access point
market will reach a cumulative total of 39.4 million deployed units by 2015, representing a
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 71% between 2011 and 2015. But the problem is
still there; how should such a gigantic network be deployed? Should each MNO deploy its
own indoor network or should a shared indoor mobile network (SIMN) be used? Who is
going to manage these networks?
It could be concluded that the notion of one network is not entirely far-fetched. Although,
for strategic reasons, the loss of independence and decision making may outweigh the
financial benefits for many MNOs, but as a result, a neutral third party that is capable of both
operating and maintaining the indoor network could be the solution. Therefore, in order to
resolve the following statements for shared indoor mobile networks; (What to share, whom to
share with, where to share, how to share, what is the right business model and eventually
which sharing method to use) a study should be conducted investigating the following aspects
of deploying indoor networks:
a) Indoor Multi-Operator & Roaming solutions (network sharing),
b) Outsourcing network maintenance and operation.

1.2 Problem Motivation
This project mainly aims to address the existing gaps in deployment of shared indoor
mobile networks from MNOs’ collaboration point of view and then represents some ideas on
how to resolve them. It is believed that theses gaps could be then filled by the conclusions
made on this project. Therefore, some research questions (RQ) will be presented in this
chapter in order to show what would be the direction of study during different steps of this
project and eventually by answering these questions the final conclusion will be made.
General studies on indoor mobile networks bring up some ongoing discussions such as;
why do most of published whitepapers talk about solutions that are efficient for individual
MNOs? What is lacking in indoor mobile networks’ business models that cause
noncooperation whereas we may find applicable collaborations in mobile macrocell
networks? Or which solution is the ultimate choice; Multi Operator Shared Networks
(MOSN) or Roaming solutions? In order to resolve the vagueness and breadth of scope,
throughout this thesis work some assumptions would be made that the field-research, analysis

1
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and conclusions will be dependent on them. For instance, it will be assumed that the proper
technology for deployment of both MOSNs and Roaming solutions are available.
The main problem area is related to the title of the paper:
Despite the fact that Network Sharing plus Outsourcing the operation and management of its
services has become a proven principle for lowering costs and catalyzing ROI in macrocell
and DAS Networks, why such an approach has not been applied and/or promoted in indoor
wireless networks?
Since the above statement is not easy to resolve, it should be cleaved:
(1) What is the missing ring in deployment of Shared Indoor Mobile Network chain; proper
technology, a suitable business model or someone who understands both?
(2) Who are the different actors when either Multi-Operator Shared Network or Roaming is
being deployed and how do they affect the business models?
(3) Which solution presents a better revenue model, Multi-Operator Shared Network or
Roaming?
(4) What qualifications should the authoritative third party have to be entitled an outsourcee
in the shared indoor mobile network ecosystem?
(5) Which technical considerations, such as frequency spectrum, Patents and etc. affect
deployment of shared indoor mobile networks (either Multi-Operator Shared Indoor Mobile
Network or Roaming solutions)?

1.3 Related work and contribution
This section describes the general overview of indoor mobile networks by introducing the
three main aspects affecting it that are related to both deployment of the network and
operation and maintenance of the network. This includes both technological and business
aspects of such indoor networks. Afterwards, the previous works done in each section is
described leading to presentation of this project’s contribution.
In order to deploy indoor networks, three major areas (Figure 1-6) should be discussed
and taken into consideration;
1) Indoor solutions and deployment,
2) Sharing and
3) Outsourcing.
These are also the factors that would enable investigating the two aspects discussed at the end
of section 1.1 regarding Sharing and Managed services. The first area comprises the
technicalities and performance issues, the second area comprises both technical considerations
of sharing e.g. facilities and a small part of the business model which enables sharing, and
4

eventually the third area enfolds investigations regarding the proper business models which
address more profitability for indoor networks.
Up to date, most of the contribution done in indoor solutions and deployments has been
generally on the merger of macrocell and femtocell networks mainly focusing on
technicalities and performance of such networks where deployment issues have not been
discussed much, Smallcell Forum has focused the orientation of its whitepapers towards
deployments in home and SOHO environments from the single operator point of view
(Smallcellforum, 2012); (Markendahl, 2011); (Khan, et al., 2011). In addition, more thorough
research on technical considerations and impairments of femtocells has been discussed in
some papers discussing capacity and coverage statistics, interference management and
eventually the tradeoff between coverage and capacity gains (Akbarzadeh, et al., 2012); (Ko
& Moessner, 2012). It should be mentioned that, although discussions on technical
possibilities have made clues on how sharing solutions for indoor networks can be
implemented technically but, the conclusion on the ideal solution for sharing facilities is
definitely missing.
Cooperation between different actors in form of sharing has been discussed for outdoor
networks mainly focusing on infrastructure sharing, resource sharing such as spectrum, site
sharing and etc. (Mumtaz, et al., 2012); (Offergelt, et al., 2011); (Khan, et al., 2011) and
viable business models (Alcatel Lucent, 2010); (Ericsson AB, 2010); (Ericsson, 2012). When
it comes to indoor networks, arguments are most likely on DAS approaches where it has been
discussed for a long time (Saleh, et al., 1987); (The DAS forum, 2012). Analysis of local WiFi and private networks have also been investigated (Smura & Sorri, 2009); (Markendahl,
2011), from which some business scenarios have been presented. On the other hand, ideas
regarding sharing picocells as the indoor component of Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets)
have been presented (Hua, et al., 2011) where the focus is mainly on cooperation between
different network layers (Qingyang Hu, et al., 2011) and few discussions on how spectrum
can be shared in the picocell layer ( Capdevielle, et al., 2011) (Hua, et al., 2011). Regarding
femtocells, MNOs and manufacturers have mainly discussed deployment of femtocells in
their white papers from a single operator point of view, where deployed networks consist of
home usage and so called residential femtocells (small offices i.e. SOHO) (Smallcellforum,
2012).
And finally, regarding operation and maintenance of indoor networks, a few studies on
multi-actor public Wi-Fi networks have been conducted (Bar & Park, 2006) that may be
applicable to some extent to Femtocell business models. Also, some discussions about
profitability of femtocell deployments have been presented sparsely, which mainly vary in
conclusions (Head, et al., 2009); (Juric, et al., 2005); (Laplante, et al., 2004). In addition,
some assessment of outsourcing managed services for MNOs have been presented where
economic issues of outsourcing were considered mostly by (Frisanco, 2009). Friedrich, et al.,
(2009) presented brief insights into the motivation for network outsourcing and the rationale
behind vendor selection from the operator perspective. Chaudhury & Terfloth (2008)
explained the risks and pitfalls that come with network outsourcing deals for network
operators in their study, where they provide brief suggestions for the operators, in particular
5

on what they can outsource and on what qualities in vendors that they need to look out for.
Finally, Nunna, et al. (2011) provides a status quo on the phenomenon of network outsourcing
by proving an overview of the deals undertaken by major network vendors.

indoor
solutions &
Deployment

Sharing
Network

Outsourcing

Figure 1-6 Three major aspects of indoor networks
deployment

MOSN or
Roaming?

indoor
solutions &
Deployment

Sharing
Network

Outsourcing

Figure 1-5 The GAP in deployment of indoor
networks: MOSN or Roaming

As it could be inferred from the previous arguments, the current situation of indoor
mobile networks totally lack in the two latter areas, where the need for sharing networks and
transferring operation and maintenance to a third party is not yet investigated thoroughly. It
can be concluded that so far, almost all researches for indoor networks are pointed toward
performance, coverage, single operator deployment and yet not much has been discussed in
Sharing and Outsourcing. Although these areas have been intersected with deployment for
outdoor networks but no similar approach has been driven for indoor networks. Therefore, the
research gap here is the lack of studies for the two latter areas in indoor networks when all
three are intersected (Figure 1-5).
Now that the missing section had showed up, the contribution would be comparing it with
the results of the discussion for Figure 1-4 in section 1.1. The aim in this study is on
outsourcing operation and maintenance of services for indoor wireless networks over a shared
system in order to enable building up a comprehensive system (CS). This approach is
accomplished by choosing femtocell technology as the driver for implementing such shared
systems. Such systems would then, based on previous discussions, ensure most profitability
and reliability for indoor networks where in the following chapters it is tried to show whether
such a proposition is reasonable or not.

1.4 Methodology
To perform this thesis work, given the explorative nature of the research objectives, a
qualitative case study approach was chosen instead of a quantitative method, although
quantitative results from market studies and facts would be used during different paces. The
main reason is that the aim is to gain an understanding of underlying reasons and motivations
when intersecting the three main areas described in section 1.3. This method would help us
provide insights towards the setting of the problem and generate ideas and/or hypotheses for
6

any possible later quantitative researches. Eventually, we aim to uncover prevalent trends in
thoughts and opinions regarding the research gap from major actors’ point of view.
To be more specific, the following 4 research steps will be applied in this study:
• Literature study,
• Data collection,
• Data analysis,
• Recommendation formulation.
The literature study consists of studying secondary data such as reports, conference
presentations, brochures, online information, user guides, press releases, white papers,
articles, and other documents as such. These would include State of the Art (SoA)
contributions about Sharing, Outsourcing and indoor mobile network deployments. This
phase also aims to investigate the technical considerations of sharing and outsourcing as the
other enablers of comparing MOSN and Roaming solutions.
Data collection (information gathering) method would be carried out via unstructured or
semi-structured data collection techniques i.e. individual depth interviews and group
discussions in this case. This field research consists of interviewing managers, business
modelers and technicians from both MNOs and authoritative firms (third parties). The aim in
this phase is to find SoA industrial and market contributions. Yet another aim in this section is
to find out the important capabilities that any accepted outsourcee should possess from
market’s point of view. The possibility to interview and get information from managers and
business modelers from inside contacts have been discussed, which concluded as the
following list:
•

Benny A Ekman, Key Account Manager at NEC Scandinavia AB, Stockholm,
Sweden, Telecommunications

•

Geir

Ove

Jenssen,

CTO

at

Cloudberry

Mobile,

Oslo

Area,

Norway,

County,

Sweden,

Telecommunications
•

Örjan

Fall,

VP

at

3GNS

R&D

Solutions,

Stockholm

Telecommunications
•

Kenneth Karlberg, MD/Owner at KarNet AB (Previous: TeliaSonera, Telia AB and
Telia Mobile AB), Stockholm County, Sweden, Telecommunications

•

Greger Blennerud, Head of Marketing Mobile Broadband at Ericsson AB, Sweden,
Telecommunications

•

Fredrik Bryttmar, Owner, Data Secoi International (Ericsson AB subcontractor),
Stockholm County, Sweden, Information Technology and Services

•

Amber

Saeed,

Senior

Researcher

at

Ericsson,

Stockholm,

Sweden,

Telecommunications
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Data analysis, as the third method, would be done in order to enable the recommendation
formulation method. Based on the information obtained from two previous methods, since it
is needed to process the gathered information and be able to perceive them, two main
frameworks have been used: Value Analysis and Empirical Data Analysis. The value analysis
framework consists of conducting content analysis of collected data and studied literature in
order to understand the context of the actors’ decisions, intention and opinion about the SIN
deployment. On the other hand, Empirical data Analysis framework is mainly used in order to
perceive the current situation in the market and major drawbacks of implementing a shared
system. The aim of this method is to resolve the case “why sharing has not YET taken off in
indoor networks?” This resolution would eventually lead to obviation of the following issues
which will enable the next method:
• How to share and outsource (considering business side of the process i.e. business
model),
• How to share and outsource (considering technical side of the process i.e. MOSN vs.
Roaming).
Recommendation formulation, as the last method, would consist of concluding results of
all previous sections and the answer finale for the RQs. The main aim of this phase is to
identify the missing ring for SINs in a way to possibly introduce the proper model in the end.
In this phase, the models (Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 2002) and (Håkansson & Snehota,
1989) have been used since they enable the mediation between technology and economic
values. The latter model is also used for making cross analysis between actors, resources and
activities (ARA model) with the value networks and competitive strategy component in the
first model.
It should be added that since it is not yet clear how specific the steps of deploying SINs
would be, some assumptions (i.e. having proper technology to deploy SINs based on MOSN
solution) are made where based on them the previous analyses can be carried out. It may also
be needed to study the capabilities and specifications of some devices that operate in indoor
networks, which can be done via their manufacturers’ specification declaration and also
contacting their consumers as a part of the Literature study.
In the end, upon the results, we have discussed the concept of outsourcing network O&M
to third parties, by focusing on the missing ring in SIN deployment and transferring the
maintenance and operation to outsourcees that means finding a third party that is capable of
handling such a shared environment both technology (to implement network management and
operate it) and business wise.

8

2. DEPLOYMENT OF INDOOR NETWORKS
In-building deployments of mobile networks mainly consist of Repeaters, DAS solutions
and smallcells where the recent allocation of unlicensed bands in the 1800 MHz band in
countries like UK, Sweden and the Netherlands also enable the possibility for any actor to
offer GSM voice services in local environments. This offers the possibility to use cellular
technology without any need to involve mobile operators or making use of licensed bands.
As it was described above, most of the work that has been done in the deployment of
indoor networks is basically regarding deployment of distributed antenna systems (DAS) for
better indoor coverage and somehow a little on deployment of single operator small cells
along with technical studies related to it. Therefore, in this chapter, the concept of indoor
network deployments would be elaborated more in a way to direct the discussion towards the
other two aspects, sharing and outsourcing. The aim of this chapter is to highlight the main
important facts when indoor networks want to be deployed from a shared basis that would
enable the possibility of outsourcing their O&M to a third party.
Capacity and coverage have been always the most important issues for deployment of
mobile networks. Now that it has been anticipated that the majority of the traffic generated by
mobile network users (mainly generated by smartphones, tablets and feature phones) are
migrating indoors (up to 63% of traffic move to fixed networks via Wi-Fi and smallcells till
2015) (Juniper Research Limited, 2011), delivering the desired capacity and coverage for
indoor users seems to become a major concern for MNOs. These issues would be of a bigger
concern when new radio access technologies promising higher data rates and better qualities
arise. As we know, Today’s world is facing a complete transformation towards the 4th
generation of mobile networks promising full HD voice and high data rates. Therefore, indoor
networks could be implemented to help operators overcome such challenges by offloading
data from Macrocell networks to smaller available cells for indoor users plus handling
coverage issues by placing the antennas closer to end users.

2.1 Distributed Antenna System
Bad indoor coverage has been historically the main reason that in-building systems are
deployed. The reason is that the attenuation caused by walls and other structures and facilities
within large buildings reduce the signal strength from outdoor base stations for users inside
buildings. In order to solve this issue, DAS or repeaters are commonly used in a way to
improve the indoor coverage for voice services. Repeaters forward the radio signal from an
outdoor base station to extend the coverage within a building. A DAS is a separate
infrastructure with transmission and antenna elements where a base station dedicated for
indoor users provides the capacity. Sometimes a base station that is shared between indoor
and outdoor users provides the capacity of a DAS system. Alternatively, indoor cellular base
stations can be used. Usually, the so-called pico-base stations (picocells) are used for indoor
9

deployment. Picocells represent the bottommost layer in the hierarchal structure with micro
and macro base stations covering a larger area, since cellular systems can be deployed using a
hierarchical cell structure (HCS) with macro, micro and pico base stations.
The idea of the distributed antenna system is to split the coverage area into multiple
smaller coverage areas that are covered by localized distributed antenna elements. This way
the transmitted power is also split into several antenna elements. In DAS, the radio signal
from the same sector of a Base Transceiver Station (BTS) is broadcasted to multiple antennas
at the same time. The term simulcast is used to describe this operation (Liu, 2012). As it was
stated earlier, the use of DAS for indoor coverage was first introduced by A. A. M. Saleh et
al. (Saleh, et al., 1987) back in 1987. Saleh, et al. showed that the main driver of deploying inbuilding DAS is avoiding the penetration loss and attenuation caused by walls and furniture.
By implementing DAS indoors, the distance of the wireless path between transmitter and
receiver antennas is shortened and in combating severe shadowing effect caused by inner
walls there would be great advantages (Liu, 2012).

2.2 Small Cell Deployment
By accepting the fact that back in 80s, coverage could have been considered the main
issue for mobile operators in order to expand their networks, it should be accepted that the
situation has shifted totally now. Taking into account the huge amount of data traffic that has
been predicted for the future for mobile users (Figure 2-1), the MNOs have started worrying
about the possible revenues and cost of growing their networks in a way to sustain their profit
levels.

Figure 2-1 Cisco Forecasts 10.8 Exabyte per Month of Mobile Data Traffic by 2016

The so-called data crunch issue would be even more highlighted when Figure 2-2 tries to
illustrate the problem. Although some experts do not accept the rationale behind this figure
(since the units been used by each parameter are not the same or else), generally speaking, it
helps understanding the fact that by the time data becomes dominant over the voice, the
revenue would not increase at the same rate as previous. The reason would be the fact that
10

costs are closely related to the amount of data being used but the prices are subject to decrease
for marketing reasons leading to the scissors effect (Figure 2-3). In a sense, it could be
inferred that it is time to change the business landscape, to upside down the value chain where
previously the services have been built on top of the access infrastructure as added values.
There are different issues needed to be considered when it comes to deployment of indoor
mobile networks. It is also possible to consider each Femto base station as a macro base
station but in a very smaller scale. Then the technical parameters to be considered are almost
the same instead of the ones regarding Build-Out and installation, which would be discussed
later on. Since Femtocell Access Points (FAPs)/Femtocell base stations are designed in a way
that they just need to be connected to the backhaul, which in this case is any available internet
connection with sufficient capacity, the following list would depict the important criteria for
deployment of smallcell networks based on femtocell technology:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spectrum
Backhaul
Femtocell devices
Installation
Operation & Maintenance
End User (Premises)

Figure 2-2 Traffic volume vs. Costs vs. Revenues

Figure 2-3 Scissors Effect

As it was mentioned earlier parameters such as backhaul (e.g. in terms of data line lease), site
lease, maintenance, build-out, installation (e.g. in terms of equipping masts with radios) and
additional sectors or carriers that are relevant to macro BTSs are not applicable in femtocell
scenarios.
Spectrum
The capacity offered by FAPs is definitely delivered by the spectrum allocated to such
devices. It should not be forgotten that already manufactured and distributed FAPs are
generally designed for a specific (limited) number of users predefined. The spectrum
frequency being used on the other hand is the same licensed spectrum being used by existing
macrocell base stations although there are some ongoing researches on manufacturing FAPs
using unlicensed spectrum as well.
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Backhaul
The backhaul for Femto devices is simply any available existing internet connection that
brings enough capacity to support users connected to the FAP. This issue is one of the major
differences boosting femtocells over macro base stations since the costs for backhaul
generally take into account up to 70% of transmission OPEX (Chevalie, 2009 ). Now that
almost all offices and homes already have high speed internet connection, the backhaul seems
to be not of an important issue for FAPs.
Femtocell Devices
The standardization bodies have generally specified femtocell architecture for the most
popular technologies with three main elements from which two of them are physical devices;
FAP and Femto Gateway (FeGW). There are a big range of companies that manufacture
femtocell access points such as NEC, Samsung, NSN and so on but not many of them
manufacture FeGWs. The companies which manufacture FeGWs are those who are mainly
known for more specialized network devices such as NSN, NEC and etc.
A femtocell access point is generally a 'zero touch' plug and play function that enables
end-users to install it in their premises quickly and easily based on the fact that they embody
greater network functionality than found in macrocell base stations, such as the radio resource
control functions. This allows much greater autonomy within the femtocell, enabling selfconfiguration and self-optimization. After installation, the FAP automatically sets up
connections to the core network over the subscriber's broadband connection and it interworks
with 3G handsets without any modification (NEC, 2013). Then the end users would benefit
improved 3G capacity and bundled services. In most cases the FAP intelligence also
incorporates an adaptive and distributed radio management function obtaining optimal local
coverage with minimal macro network interference. It should also be noted that, according to
the idea of integrating FAPs and Wi-Fi access points, some manufacturers have formed an
integrated device which handles both data and voice simultaneously but via different carriers.
On the other hand the FeGW comprises a security gateway that terminates large numbers
of encrypted IP data connections from hundreds of thousands of FAPs, and a signaling
gateway which aggregates and validates the signaling traffic, authenticates each FAP and
interfaces with the mobile network core switches using standard protocols. In other terms a
FeGW is a network element acting as a logical entity in the network while physically it is a
single rack mount device (mostly). The FeGW acts as an interface, translating between the IPbased Logical Unit (lu) on the side of the FAP, and the ATM-based Iu on the side of the
circuit-switched network (or the Core Network). Security, access control and FAP autoconfiguration functions are also provided with the FeGW. Therefore, the Femto GW is seen
by the Core Network as one virtual radio network controller (RNC), hiding a large number of
served FAPs.
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Figure 2-4 Detailed Femto NW

It should not be forgotten that the real architecture of the network is like what is illustrated
in Figure 2-4 but the end users only see the network as presented in Figure 2-5 which easily is
a simplified version of the real architecture.

Figure 2-5 Femto NW from subscribers' point of view

Installation
The FAP installation is the least concerning issue when it comes to deployment of
smallcell networks. The devices are designed in way that no on-site assistance may be needed
while installing them. In a sense, the end user just needs to plug the device into the internet
connection and wait some time letting the device adjust and register itself with the network.
Operation & Maintenance
The Femtocell Management System (FMS) as the third element of Femto networks’
architecture is located in the operator network where plays a critical role in the provisioning,
activation and operational management of FAPs using industry standards such as TR-069. It
could be framed that FMS is the most critical node in ensuring the scalability of a smallcell
network to many devices existing in the network. As one of the main drivers for deploying
smallcell networks, FAPs’ activation and provisioning must be plug and play that must not
require any on-site assistance. This feature is mainly obtained by the functionality of FMS.
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Many standard bodies specify the use of the TR-069 family of standards as the base device
management framework for femtocells. This protocol is widely used in DSL modem and
residential gateway deployments, and uses a proven web-based architecture that can scale to
support millions of devices. The FMS is mainly composed of two primary elements, the
Device Manager application and the Automatic Network Planner application. The Device
Manager Implements functions such as remote configuration, remote diagnostics, fault
management, software upgrade, performance data collection and device authentication. The
Automatic Network Planner adds Radio Frequency (RF) planning algorithms, RF
configuration and a northbound interface to Operational Support Systems (OSS).
End User (premises owner)
FAPs are designed in a way to be located close to end users improving mobile experience
for them and the subscribers existing in such premises. From the beginning, the main idea had
been designing devices for home or small offices with limited usage to a specific number of
users (residential femtocells). As the concept has matured, the idea of enterprise femtocells
has become more interesting for both MNOs and larger customer segments that would mainly
target Small-Medium Enterprises (SME). The solution being used for either of these two
methods is the same with a small differentiated configuration for Enterprise FAPS. The
differentiated configurations enable using multiple small cells with overlapping coverage
where femtocells in the same enterprise associate, and co-operate/collaborate with each other.
The system compromises Distributed Intelligence across femtocells with enhanced autoconfiguration and performance across the entire enterprise.

Figure 2-6 Enterprise Smallcell network

The existence of SME femtocells highlights the importance of the premises owner which
in this case can be a business firm, a sport arena, a train station or even a shopping mall. the
existence of SME FAPs are based on the assumption that the premises owner would like to
bring a higher level of services and quality within its indoor places for many different reason
such as customer satisfaction.
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3. SHARING
Taking into account the enterprise femtocells, the fact that premises owners tend to use
only one set of FAPs, and only managed by one operator (as managed services) for their
entire networks seems to be admissible. It is predictable that premises owners tend to benefit
from one and only one network and interact with only one network operator, at the same time
they want to serve all subscribers existing in their premises from different MNOs’ networks.
On the other hand the main benefit of network sharing for MNOs would be OpEx prevention
and saving, where CapEx savings would also be negotiable. Therefore, in this section the idea
of enabling sharing in Smallcell networks would be discussed with supplementary facts
regarding reducing expenditures. It should also be mentioned that the sharing models viable
for Smallcell networks are almost the same as sharing solutions of Macro networks of which
the main targeted model is the so called Wholesale Sharing or Comprehensive System, with
regards to the fact that CapEx for smallcell networks is quite less in comparison with
macrocell networks.

3.1 Drivers of Sharing
The main drivers for sharing in smallcell networks are different to some extent to
macrocell networks. The major negotiable drivers could be depicted by the following list;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

OpEx prevention and saving,
CapEx prevention,
Improved Spectral Efficiency,
Enhanced Capacity,
Better network (coverage and quality),
Regulations,
Less entry barriers,
Data crunch,
Spectrum allocation.

OpEx
When it comes to OpEx considerations, it should be noted that the direct effect of sharing
on OpEx is only related to Network OpEx that itself is a portion of the general operational
expenditures for any MNO. Considering a European mobile operator’s OpEx breakdown, it
can be seen that Network OpEx embrace a big part of general OpEx, meaning that any
possible prevention/saving method would cause a considerable change in expenditures
(Figure 3-1). It is quite interesting that implementing shared smallcell networks would prevent
extra OpEx for macrocell network providers at the same time it saves operational
expenditures for smallcell networks.
By investigating a typical breakdown of Network OpEx for a European MNO, offering
mobile services based on macrocell networks (Figure 3-2), shows that the operational
expenditures for a smallcell network can be categorized into two major segments which are
Support system and Operation & Maintenance. Therefore, by implementing a system that is
capable of sharing resources in an efficient way, MNOs would be able to save on both these
segments that are the representatives of network operational expenditures. The idea is to share
costs with the same companies that resources are shared with.
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Figure 3-1 Typical OpEx Breakdown for a European Mobile Operator

Source: (Buvat, 2010)

Site Rental and
Electricity

9%
27%

Leased Line Costs

19%
O&M + Planning
System
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21%

24%
Support Syst. &
General

Figure 3-2 Typical Network OpEx break down based on Macrocell Networks

Source: (Harno, 2010)

CapEx
According to (Analysis Mason, 2012), a MNO’s CapEx breakdown would mainly consist
of network, marketing, interconncetion and some extra costs, from which network CapEx
embrace a big portion (almost 30%). Rolling out smallcell networks would prevent adding
extra expenditures to operators’ budget list whilst depending on the chosen model for sharing
smallcell network, they may benefit from sharing spectrum remembering the fact that
spectrum price is related to spectrum licenses which itself is categorized in CapEx.
Improved Spectral Efficiency
Increasing the overall spectrum utilization, as one of the drivers for sharing in smallcell
networks, could be referred to as spectral efficiency (Bai, et al., 2009). The spectral efficiency
of a cellular system is defined as the achievable throughput per unit area for the bandwidth
available (also known as area spectral efficiency) that means the number of simultaneous
subscribers that can be supported in one cell site. According to the SoA contributions in this
field, three major approaches are being used in this case while deploying smallcell networks
along with macrocell networks; shared spectrum usage, partitioned spectrum usage and hybrid
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spectrum usage. Regardless of investigating each of these three models, it is worth mentioning
that although each model has its own pros and cons, but still femtocells by creating small
indoor cells free up capacity in macrocell networks, where also by providing better network
coverage indoors diminish the effect of poor RF signal penetration causing lower spectrum
utilization. Totally speaking, MNOs would experience revenue loss according to dropped
calls and poor quality of voice and lower data rates according to less capacity that is the direct
cause of low spectrum efficiency.
Better network (coverage and quality)
Walls and other means of physical structure (furniture) easily cause considerable signal
attenuation, where the main reason is signal absorption while reflection, diffraction, scattering
and multipath signal fading would also affect the situation. In other words, in order to conquer
this issue, macrocells need to transmit much stronger signals (in terms of power) in a way to
overcome the deficiency leading to much more power consumption though an acceptable
level of quality may not be reachable in some cases. It can be easily perceived that the
existence of smallcell networks indoors would significantly improve the high signal level
experience indoors whilst lesser power is being consumed by the access point (and also the
UE according to better RF signals receivable) wherein macrocell networks are not capable of
offering such network quality. Eventually, since rolling out smallcell networks in large scales
in order to enhance coverage would be problematic, taking advantage of a shared system
would help operator overcome coverage and quality issues as well.
Regulations
Creating a market in which economies of scale and competition among service providers
is dominant is the key issue for the regulators. Though, by provisioning the legislation system,
the regulator may oblige carriers to implement some models of sharing in order to enhance the
level of competitiveness and create a more fare ecosystem for entrants. On the other hand,
regarding the spectrum deficit dilemma, sharing approaches of licensed spectrum may also be
in the regulators’ agenda.
Less entry barriers
As one of the biggest barriers to entry, access to finance in the telecommunication
market, had been and will be an issue for newcomers such as MVNOs. The idea to be able to
overcome such dilemma leads the newcomers towards collaborating with existing actors
(mainly the ones with existing required assets). Such collaborations, regardless of its intrinsic
risks, could be motivated as a win-win situation for both newcomers and already active
carriers by considering the possibilities of reducing finances. According to different
applicable scenarios, a new operator could either become a MVNO or MNO. On one hand the
lack of assets, such as spectrum licenses or CapEx, are supposed to be more easily prevailed
and on the other hand particular actors of the indoor mobile network ecosystem (e.g. premises
owners) could also enter the market by taking a role in deployment of Smallcell networks.
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Data crunch
As it was discussed in the beginning of section 2, the raising demand for mobile data
traffic (Figure 2-1) requires more collaboration of all actors in the mobile network eco-system
in order to overcome the upcoming data crunch. The idea that the promised capacity to
subscribers regarding the cellular system evolution (Table 3-1) may not be possible seems
concerning for the MNOs. As an answer to this dilemma, densification of the Macrocell
networks, as a candidate technology (Tomabz, et al., 2011) solely seems to be not a valid
option though it still is being applied. Therefore, offloading mobile data to Smallcell networks
seem to be more promising where again the non-shared approaches still would confront the
problems regarding deployment.
Downlink Rates
System

Deployed?

LTE-Advanced
(3GPP Releases R10-12)
LTE
(3GPP Release 8)

x

Uplink Rates

Peak

Typical
(Estimated)

Peak

Typical
(Estimated)

> 1 Gbps

--

500 Mbps

--

326 Mbps

6 to 20 Mbps
(2x10 MHz, 2x2
MIMO)

86 Mbps

3 to 10 Mbps

2 to 9 Mbps

11.5
Mbps

1 to 4 Mbps

1 to 4 Mbps

1.5 Mbps

0.5 to 1.2
Mbps

200 to 300 kbps

768 kbps

175 to 350 kbps
(Single carrier)

947 kbps

70 to 135 kbps

474 kbps

70 to 135 kbps

30-40 kbps

115 kbps

30-40 kbps

High Speed Packet Access
(HSPA, Uplink & Downlink, 3GPP
x
42 Mbps
Release 8)
High Speed Downlink/Uplink Packet
14.4
Access
x
Mbps
(HSDPA/HSUPA, 3GPP Release 6)
UMTS
x
2 Mbps
(FDD WCDMA, 3GPP Release 99)
Evolved EDGE
1.9 Mbps
(Enhanced Data for GSM Evolution)
EDGE
x
474 kbps
(Enhanced Data for GSM Evolution)
GPRS
x
115 kbps
(General Packet Radio Service)
Table 3-1 Evolution of cellular data rates

200 to 300
kbps
175 to 350
kbps

(DiFazio & Pietraski, 2011)

Spectrum allocation
Radio frequencies are a limited resource, of which some bands are not even well suited to
be used in radio communications. The scarcity of available or reusable spectrum that is
leading to a spectrum deficit seems to be inevitable in the near future (Kavehrad &
Chowdhury, 2012). On the other hand, it has been experienced that installations of new base
stations is limited, because eventually the RF signals would interfere with co-existing signals.
As an answer, shorter-range transmitters and receivers that use dedicated cellular frequencies
(i.e. femtocells) can be used in order to fill these so-called gaps in coverage. The idea of
reusing the spectrum in smaller cell sized areas helps preventing the interference that is
inevitable by deploying more dense networks by the aid of macrocells. But still, the spectrum
deficit (Figure 3-3) caused by traffic growth per cell site highlights the idea of sharing
licensed spectrum when it comes to smallcell in-building mobile network deployments
(Barrie, et al., 2012).
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Figure 3-3 Spectrum surplus/deficit in U.S.

Source:FCC

3.2 The main beneficiary of sharing
There are different sides to the sharing story revealing the idea that who is the real
beneficiary of sharing smallcell networks. Generally speaking, three different groups would
benefit in this case which are MNOs, O&M outsourcees and subscribers, where in this section
the MNOs’ point of view is the target of discussion plus a glimpse over subscribers’ and the
outsourcees’ point of view would be discussed in section 6.
As it could be inferred from researches, discussions and real life implementations of
network sharing for macro networks the main driver for sharing both passively and actively is
reducing network expenditures while it should not be forgotten that shortage of spectrum
licenses may also be another affective driver (also negotiable as a part of CapEx).
Remembering the fact that CapEx structure for smallcell networks do not comply with
macrocell networks totally (although they still benefit the same general pattern) from which
some segments are missing for smallcell networks. Therefore, it could be inferred that
network sharing is viably beneficial for MNOs. It should not be forgotten that considering
active sharing as a part of wholesale sharing, it is still negotiable that how would MNOs be
able to differentiate their services if they will use the same active devices and spectrum
licenses, therefore this issue would be elaborated more later on.
On the other hand, in case there is a shortage in existing licenses for the mobile
generation to be used (e.g. 3G or 4G), it could be inferred that the regulator would also benefit
active sharing since this issue would somehow be solved by collaboration of MNOs using the
same licensed spectrum. The MNOs would also benefit this situation since spectrum is one of
the main assets for any mobile operator. One way to look at this situation could be
considering a newcomer MVNO who does not possess any spectrum license so needs to
collaborate with an existing spectrum owner.
The last group who benefits from NW sharing in smallcells is the subscribers. To be more
precise, the subscribers could be segmented to residential and enterprise. The residential
category itself contains both home usages and SOHO where the enterprise category could
cover Small-Medium enterprises, public places such as sport arenas, and big enterprises. The
fact is that, residential and enterprise users would benefit from sharing differently. For
instance, the major advantage for enterprises is accommodating subscribers from different
networks and operators within the same location plus reduced prices according to lowered
CapEx and OpEx for MNOs, on the other hand residential enterprises may benefit from
lowered prices mainly in accordance with lowered prices due to reduced capital expenditures
while experiencing better quality of services.
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3.3 Sharing models
As an important part of implementing sharing, it is needed to discuss the possible models
of network sharing that are specific to Smallcell Networks. But, prior to introducing any
model, first it is needed to investigate the enablers of sharing, which are mainly the resources
in the network. The major enablers are (a) Femtocell Access Points (FAP), (b) Integrated
Femtocell Wi-Fi Access Points (IFWAP), (c) Femto Gateways (FeGW), (d) Operation and
Maintenance (O&M), and most importantly (e) Spectrum.
Since there is no doubt about the existing technology, active infrastructures such as FAP,
IFWAP and FeGW are believed to support sharing with minimal negative influx. The other
two remaining aspects though need more cautions since they seem to be more delicate issues
in comparison to former ones. Regarding O&M of the networks, MNOs have different
approaches, some believing in keeping NOCs in house while some have totally outsourced it.
This shows that the policies of MNOs towards operating networks may be a barrier that needs
some precautions if it wants to be shared. On the other hand, Spectrum, which is possibly the
most important asset for any MNO, also needs great precautions since MNOs who want to
share this asset with rivals may not be easily willing to do so. Keep in mind that one major
drawback regarding sharing spectrum licenses, would be becoming impotent to differentiate
offers based on capacity.
Spectrum allocation and access
For both mobile operators and 3rd party actor it is of interest to investigate alternatives to
traditional licensed bands. Mobile operators want to avoid interference or to “waste” licensed
bands and for 3rd party actors control of spectrum is a key to enter the business. The recent
allocation of unlicensed bands in the 1800 MHz band in countries like UK, Sweden and the
Netherlands enable any actor the possibility to offer GSM voice services in local
environments. This offers the possibility to use cellular technology without any need to
involve mobile operators. The GSM handsets are already available; another driver is that new
smartphones will have LTE in the 1800 MHz band.
For indoor and low power system another option is to exploit frequency bands allocated
to other types of systems and applications. An example is broadcasting and the use of TV
white spaces, i.e. TV channels not used at a specific location. Other examples are use of
aeronautical bands just above 1 GHz and radar bands in the range 2.3-3.4 GHz (Zander, et al.,
2013). A key aspect here is that manufacturers of networks and user devices really will
support the radio access technologies in these spectrum bands. The lack of manufacturer
support is often mentioned as a major weakness for cognitive radio and secondary spectrum
access solutions. However, more long term, investment friendly and less risky approaches like
LSA are currently discussed (Parcu, et al., 2011).
Another important aspect of spectrum allocation is the co-existence of macro and
femto/picocll layers. One well know example for closed access femtocells are the coverage
holes that appear around femtocells for devices connected to distant macro base stations using
the same or adjacent channel (Markendahl, 2011). Standalone bands dedicated for small cell
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use hence would imply two type of benefits to mobile operators: i) avoidance of interference
with macrocells and ii) bands below 3GHz can be used for wide area macrocell deployment.
Hence, roaming or 3rd party indoor solutions not using licensed operator spectrum will
provide additional benefits to mobile operators.
Active Sharing (RAN sharing)
The Radio Access Network typically involves FAPs/IFWAPs and the immediately
connected gateways that manage the access points (in case the FeGWs are located at the same
premises that access points co-locate). Active RAN sharing involves sharing the gateways and
access points across multiple entities (e.g. network operators) with either separate spectrum
resources for each entity or shared spectrum resources through spectrum pooling (Vadada,
2011). Active RAN sharing for smallcell networks can also enable several new interesting
deployment scenarios. For instance, a content provider (e.g. YouTube) may lease resources
from an MNO (e.g. Verizon) to improve service quality to its customers or to share costs for
enabling video services to mobile users (Browning & Campbell, 2011); this model generates
new revenue streams for the MNO.

Figure 3-4 RAN Sharing in case of co-existance of FemtoGW (MORAN)

Figure 3-5 RAN sharing with shared FemtoGWs (MOCN)
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Two different implementations of RAN sharing are illustrated in Figure 3-4 and
Figure 3-5 where in the first case, the FeGW is also co-located at the premises in which the
shared network is implemented. To be more specific, in this sharing model both operators
connect to their respective CNs via a common FeGW but dedicated frequencies are being
used in the Radio Access Network implementing a Multi Operator Radio Access Network
sharing (MORAN sharing) approach. On the other hand, the second case, in which the
frequency is also shared between operators, represents a Multi Operator Core Network
sharing (MOCN sharing) that in this case means the co-located FeGW is shared between
different operators deciding upon forwarding the traffic to desired core network. It should be
mentioned that in second case, that the capacity is shared between operators, one PLMN id
would be used, as illustrated in the fully split model in Figure 3-6 while each operator has its
own licensed frequencies and its own PLMN ids in the first case. Figure 3-6 also illustrates
how the used frequencies would enable differentiation factor while a MOCN approach is
being used.
Fully pooled

•
•

Partial reservation

Dedicate resources OperatorA = 0
Dedicate resources OperatorB = 0

•
•

Dedicate resources OperatorA = 20%
Dedicate resources OperatorB = 20%

•
•

Dedicate resources OperatorA = 0
Dedicate resources OperatorB = 40%

Fully split

•
•

Dedicate resources OperatorA = 40%
Dedicate resources OperatorB = 60%

Figure 3-6 Capacity sharing at FeGW

source: (NEC, 2012)

Roaming
As the second sharing model for Smallcell networks, it is possible to subcategorize
Roaming into two semi different approaches, which technically are the same but may differ
from involved actors’ point of view. Generally and technically speaking, Roaming model of
sharing for smallcell networks is the case that, for instance, Operator A accommodates its
subscribers and also Operator B’s subscribers under its covered premises whilst the Operator
B may or may not proceed with the same approach. The important agreements that are subject
to bind are roaming agreements between operators in case they want to collaborate in terms of
roaming with each other.
The first subcategory of roaming is the model that will be titled Mutual Roaming in this
document. In Mutual Roaming, two or more operators cooperate with each other in terms of
serving each other’s subscribers. The roaming agreements bind operators to accommodate
other operators’ subscribers as well as theirs while forwarding them (i.e. their voice and data
traffic) to their respective operator’s core network. The main outcome of such a roaming
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model could be expanding the coverage area for different MNOs in order to expand their
covered territory. In the second model, which will be entitled Non Mutual Roaming, one
operator accommodates its own subscribers and also one or more other MNO’s subscribers
but the agreement is not mutual. This model can be the case for many different types of
business models and agreements. Two major viable cases would be discussed here via two
scenarios. It should be mentioned that both scenarios would look alike from subscribers’ point
of view but they differ when it comes to business roles.
Scenario A: consider a MVNO that do not possess any spectrum license and only targets
enterprises and offers mobile solutions for businesses with a limited known number of users.
The operator in this case binds a roaming agreement with a MNO that already owns spectrum
and implements a smallcell network for the respective enterprise offering them subscriptions
and other services. The subscribers are under the MVNO’s network coverage while they are
inside the covered premises but they will roam to the MNO’s network when they leave their
office. On the other hand, the MNO’s subscribers are not able to benefit the MVNO’s
smallcell network even if they enter its covered premises (Figure 3-7). It should be added that
the roaming agreement could be expanded to other co-existing MNOs in order to expand the
coverage for MVNO’s subscribers but the spectrum needed to implement the network may
only be obtained from one MNO in order to simplify the system.
Scenario B: a MNO that is a new entrant to one specific market tends to target only
enterprises by offering them mobile solutions. In this case, this MNO possesses required
spectrum licenses that enable deploying the smallcell network, but the related costs to outdoor
network deployment are not considerable for it and also the outdoor networks are not the
targeted segment yet. In this case, the MNO deploys the network in an enterprise covering all
their premises offering them subscriptions and other services they need and makes roaming
agreements with other MNOs that already have coverage outdoor in order to enable its
subscribers use their devices whilst they exit the covered premises as well (Figure 3-7). Like
previous scenario, the agreements could be made with more than one MNO.

May or may
not be
covered

Figure 3-7 Multi-operator solution using local Roaing
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Wholesale Sharing (Comprehensive system)
The main objective of implementing a comprehensive system for sharing smallcell
networks is to help existing MNOs who want to focus more on their subscribers by targeting
contents and services. As it was discussed earlier, the idea to shift the value chain towards less
focus on network and more on content/services enables the migration towards comprehensive
systems. In such a model, MNOs will be able to dynamize their services by leaving operation
and maintenance of their networks to existing network management specialists. After
describing the model, it would be easily derived that the comprehensive system brings a
simpler governance structure whilst operators retain the right level of control over the network
to reach their business goals.
The comprehensive system goes deeply hand-in-hand with outsourcing, which is the third
area of deploying indoor networks (Figure 3-8), that will be discussed in details in section 6.
In the CS model, a third party plays the important role of operating and maintaining the
network by offering an end-to-end solution to different MNOs. The idea is to level up the
managed services’ maturity by implementing such a system. In this system, MNOs would be
able to lease the capacity they need just in time for expansions and/or when they want to roll
out their systems.
Roaming or MOSN?
Based on previous discussions regarding RAN sharing and roaming models as well as
wholesale sharing, there still is not a difinite answer on which approach may be better. Whole
sale sahring itslef is capable of benefiting both roaming and RAN sharing at the same time,
though the trade off between these two concept is still negotiable based on the actor’s
business related policies. This issue would be discussed more later on in the conclusion
section.

Figure 3-8 Managed Service partner implementing a comprehensive system
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3.4 Important factors
Differentiation
As it was described in 3.3, many MNOs tend to advertise their offers by declaring that
they offer a different service compared to their rivals. According to (Porter, 1980), a
differentiation strategy calls for the development of a product or service that offers unique
attributes that are valued by customers and that customers perceive to be better than or
different from the products of the competition where the value added by the uniqueness of the
product may allow the firm to charge a premium price for it. Considering the fact that such
differentiation for MNOs only comes by better coverage, higher data rates and better quality
of services, at first site, it could be deduced that sharing simply does not comply with it. The
reason to disagree with this idea is the upcoming changes in the business landscape for MNOs
and telecommunication related services and changing the value chain towards putting
telecommunications on top of the contents/services, business processes and consumers
(Mölleryd, et al., 2009). Remembering Figure 1-6 and Figure 1-5, MNOs have to reduce their
costs in any possible way trying to resolve the negative impacts of the scissors effect
(Figure 2-3) where in the next step they try to adjust to the differentiation strategy in another
way like serving better services in terms of nonphysical based offers. It should be mentioned
that prior to the point that MNOs started accepting sharing active or passively, they would
consider sharing as a threat since they assumed their co-sharing partners (and at the same time
competitor) may nobble and abuse the agreements. On the other hand, MNOs mainly do not
tend to help their rivals improve in any way.
Spectrum vs. Capacity vs. Coverage
As it was mentioned earlier, one of the drivers for sharing is solving the issues regarding
spectrum since it plays quite an important role for operators and also enables capacitating the
network based on needs. On the other hand, due to the data crunch discussed earlier, more
capacity is needed in the future whilst the coverage may or may not be an issue (based on
each specific market). In order to be able to bring the capacity needed, three techniques are
candidate: improving spectral efficiency, denser infrastructure and obtaining more spectrum
licenses (Zander, 2012). According to Cooper’s Law of spectral efficiency (ArrayComm,
2012), the possibility of solving the problem by enhancing spectrum efficiency is not an
option as well as acquiring more spectrum licenses, since the number of available licenses are
limited. Therefore, the most valid solution is densification that could actually be a major
driver for deploying smallcell networks considering the fact that as time goes on, more mobile
users would be indoors instead of outdoors. Still, one could negotiate that the important issue
that comes with densification is its related costs, which in femtocell’s case would be quite low
based on the fact that the deployment costs would only be relative to the equipment costs that
are relatively quite low.
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4. OUTSOURCING
Outsourcing as a trend has its roots in the manufacturing industry in the late 1970s, with
major manufacturers aiming to cut costs, but it soon gathered steam when component parts
suppliers followed suit (Cantoria, 2011). It remained a manufacturing phenomenon until the
late 1990s, when it spread to the IT industry, following the expansion of fiber optic networks
around the globe. It is clear that outsourcing continues to play a key role in the IT industry as
well as ICT and, by all indications, this trend will continue over the next years. More
companies are choosing to focus on their core business and outsource specialized functions to
third-parties.
At the beginning of the outsourcing movement, companies were seeking cheaper
resources to augment their internal capabilities at lower costs. With rates at overseas
outsourcing centers rising, companies in North America and Europe are re-evaluating both the
skill sets that are required of outsourcing providers and their activities. Companies are
increasingly looking for contractors and third-party service providers to possess technical and
industry-specific knowledge, solid understanding of QA best practices and methodologies,
and proficiency with needed tools and metrics. Furthermore, they are no longer looking to
outsource only test preparation and execution. Today’s providers must offer a complete suite
of services – including strategy, requirements definition, functional and performance testing,
user acceptance, and security related issues. This would enable the companies lowering their
costs by handing over the specialized parts of their rituals to more expert teams and focus
more on their core businesses.

4.1 Network O&M Outsourcees
With the advent of new technologies and increasing effort of network operators
especially in emerging markets to reduce OpEx and operational complexities, network
outsourcing is evolving into dimensions and domains that were previously unheard of, such as
outsourcing of network operation and maintenance for smallcell networks. These
developments are not only creating further business opportunities for network vendors but
also posing new challenges. Although outsourcing models primarily focuses on third party
perspective, it can also directly help operators exploit economies of scale, economies of scope
and learning curve effects in some of their emerging strategies such as internationalization.
On the other hand, less focus on technicalities and more on CRM by operators could be
considered as a reason as well. It should not be forgotten that the outsourcing models should
not affect the customer (subscribers) experience in any way. Instead, it should streamline the
extra hurdles caused by the need of interacting with a new actor that is premises owners, by
leaving the all the burden on the outsourcees shoulder making it responsible to deal with the
premises owners and the deficits from premises owners perspective.
Now that the concept of outsourcing has been introduced, the main types of viable
options for outsourcing in indoor networks need to be discussed in more details. As it was
mentioned before, the O&M of each indoor network, based on the used sharing model, can be
either done by the operator itself or an authoritative outsourcee. In some models it is quite
more relevant to outsource O&M to one singular outsourcee. For instance, in case of
MORAN active sharing, since the FeGW is located at the customer’s premises and shared
among different operators, it is more admissible to operate the network by one singular
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outsourcee who controls the existing smallcell network and FeGWs as a part of it. Another
case of outsourcing O&M in smallcell networks can be in implementing comprehensive
systems. In case of such a wholesale sharing approach, it is the authoritative third party that is
acting as a full outsourcee of network operation and maintenance for respective MNOs.
Considering the fact that, in terms of operational expenditure, any indoor mobile network
complies with more or less the same pattern as a macrocell network, it can be depicted that
the operational expenditure of an indoor network could be broken down typically as listed
below, of which Customer Relations (customer acquisition, customer retention and customer
services) enfolds the biggest portion, at the same time Network OpEx embraces a bigger
effect on operator’s policies:
•
•
•
•
•

Network OpEx,
Customer Relations (CR),
Interconnect,
IT,
Other.

The issue then would be finding out the proper options from the above list for outsourcing
when it comes to smallcell networks. As a very common example of outsourcing, at first
glance, IT related rituals seem to be a good option, but it should be considered that the
operational costs represented as IT costs are the IT functions of the company which are
mainly administrative and not much related to network operations, meaning that it is the costs
related to IT usage of employee on one hand and CR based IT functions on the other hand.
Therefore, depending on the extent of outsourcing 2, outsourcing IT may be one of the last
options. On the other hand, the second valid option would be outsourcing network operation
and maintenance by accepting the change in business landscape described earlier. By adopting
this outsourcing model, the entire Network Operation Center (NOC) could be shifted to
outsourcee creating a more dynamic business environment.
Regardless of the cost structure of any mobile operator, either a MNO or a MVNO, the
most expensive segment of the expenditures for any smallcell network would be customer
relations, considering that CapEx is relatively quite low for smallcell networks. Therefore,
this situation makes the business models complex for network operators in terms of gaining
revenue at the same time handling costs. Therefore, companies need to focus more on their
core business and try to lessen the burdens brought by technical functions.
Authoritative third party
The idea to decouple CR and network OpEx is the main driver for founding the so-called
authoritative third parties. The main question would be whether if an authoritative third party
is the same as a Managed Service Partner (MSP) or not. The answer is both yes and no.
considering the definition of managed services as the practice of outsourcing day-to-day IT
management responsibilities as a strategic method for improving operations (Wikipedia,
2012) it could be inferred that a MSP is a company that is capable of being an outsourcee for
operation and maintenance of an operator’s network while the services offered are not
2

There are some examples of MVNOs following a fully outsourced model in each and every
dimension of their business focusing on their core business that is Customer Relationship
Management. This way they have been able to reduce costs up to the maximum levels possible. A
good example would be Djuice in Norway.
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considered as a wholesale sharing system (or a comprehensive system). On the other hand, an
Authoritative third party could be referred to a company that offers wholesale sharing
systems. But it should be considered that these two terms could completely cover each other
in case of different scenarios being used, while sharing and outsourcing smallcell networks.
Therefore, from this point forward, the term MSP would be used conveying the general
meaning of both terms.
5%

Ericsson
21%

3%

33%

Nokia Siemens
Alcatel-Lucent

7%
10%

ZTE
21%

Motorola

Figure 4-1 Market share of mobile infrastructure vendors (2010)

Source: Portio Research Ltd.

Generally speaking, two major groups could be mentioned as valid MSPs capable of
outsourcing network O&M to. The first group that already acts as MSP for network operators
in case of macrocell networks around the globe is Mobile Infrastructure Vendors (MIVs)
(Figure 4-1). Since these companies are the specialists in developing and manufacturing
specialized telecommunication devices, they better know how to manage them technically in
the most efficient way, said Greger Blennerud head of Marketing Mobile Broadband at
Ericsson AB. It should also be added that MNOs also trust their networks’ infrastructure
supplier when it comes to outsourcing the same networks’ operation back to them. There are
many such companies around the globe of which Ericsson AB is a pioneer amongst them in
terms of being an outsourcee of O&M. The second candidate then would be a company with
fewer resources than MIVs, in terms of specialization in manufacturing equipment, but at the
same time enough O&M capabilities as well as some connections. The reason that such firms
may be viable answers to the outsourcing dilemma might be less complexity of their business
models as well as higher efficiency due to simplicity of their organizations in comparison to
the first group. As a valid example of second group, there are some MSPs that offer a new
method of deploying smallcell networks as a service for mobile operators called Small Cell as
a Service (SCaaS).

4.2 Small Cell as a Service
SCaaS is an emerging model that allows third parties to roll out smallcell networks and
then rent it to several operators thereby lowering the barrier to entry for deployment and total
costs (Duffy, 2012). In this field, over the second quarter 2012, Virgin Media announced it is
trialing LTE small cells in the UK ahead of launching its SCaaS offering and Colt Telecom
announced it is already in trials with a major European operator. Furthermore, two new
companies Cloudberry Mobile and ClearSky have launched their own offerings in Europe and
the US, respectively, targeting smaller operators. It is considerable that now there are more
smallcells than macrocells deployed worldwide. The industry has passed a very important
milestone and in the process changed the future direction of mobile networks. It could be
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interpreted that the days of small numbers of expensive cell towers have given way to the era
of high numbers of low cost mini access points.
Without this change, the mobile network simply could not sustain the continued growth
in data usage, said Dimitris Mavrakis, principal analyst at Informa Telecoms & Media. Such a
dramatic network transformation opens up interesting new models and over the past quarter
the SCaaS idea has been gaining traction. It allows third parties to build networks that several
mobile operators can use, thereby reducing costs and time to market. At the moment, this is
being targeted at major operators that are looking for a simple route toward establishing a
smallcell network as well as smaller players that have found the barriers to entry too much to
enter.
Cloudberry Mobile: a case study
“Cloudberry is a startup and will provide small cells to consumers and enterprises in
Norway. We will provide mobile coverage and capacity where the customer needs it. We are
the first small cells operator in the world, and we will also use our experience to provide small
cells services wholesale to other mobile operators in Europe and elsewhere” (Jenssen, 2012).
According to Jenssen, Cloudberry offers SCaaS, where a smallcell gateway (FeGW) is hosted
and all the logistics of rolling out residential and enterprise femtocells are remotely operated.
Cloudberry claims that since they understand how this needs to interwork with the internal
business processes of the operator, they can also advise on the most appropriate marketing
strategy as well.
Cloudberry’s focus is on the residential and enterprise markets and will subcontract
and/or partner to serve both worlds. From the background of Cloudberry’s CEO and CTO,
while working at Network Norway, which is one of the pioneers in the concept of enterprise
smallcells in the region, they claim to have gained considerable experience of what it is like to
launch and operate this kind of service as an operator. By gaining both the marketing and
technical expertise, they are capable of reducing the risk and timescale to deploy femtocells,
which is believed to give smaller operators a differentiating advantage.
The target customers of Cloudberry are the smaller network operators in European
countries, typically the 3rd or 4th, who do not have such large network assets as their larger
competitors. Cloudberry’s solution may also be attractive to some MVNOs. By providing
small cells to their own customers at the primary places where they are used, Cloudberry can
help differentiate the service they deliver and give them a significant competitive advantage.

Figure 4-2 SCaaS implemented by Premisses owner or 3rd party
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5. ACTORS INVOLVED
In this section, different actors that are involved in deploying SIMNs would be discussed
by considering the business relations between them. The idea is to enable analysis of sharing
models and the outsourcing concept based on the relations between involved actors. This
section will start by representing the SIMN ecosystem which has been modeled according to
the three areas related to indoor networks (deployment-sharing-outsourcing) and will continue
by defining each actor’s role in the ecosystem. The idea is, leading the discussion to the
analysis in section 6 of this report.

5.1 Indoor mobile network ecosystem
Based on the discussions in sections 3 and 4, a general view of the indoor mobile network
ecosystem could be considered as illustrated in Figure 5-1 with the aim of presenting a
simplified model. The more detailed relations between actors in this ecosystem would be
described in 6.2 when the possible scenarios are being analyzed. This presented ecosystem
shows all main actors involved when it comes to deploying a SIMN, considering the idea that
such a network might or might not be outsourced as well. first of all, it should be considered
that since the mobile services subscribers are always located inside the premises (in inbuilding deployments), they have been located jointly with premises owners in the same box
representing the idea that such a box illustrates the premises which accommodate the
subscribers and also show where the services should be offered. Secondly, it is believed that
the important issue of Customer Relation Management (CRM) is being taken care of by the
MNOs at all times since the smallcell network is already going to serve existing customers of
different MNOs. Eventually, the Regulator has a general supervision over the relations
between actors by defining rules and legislations along with controlling the system in case it
is needed.
Regulator

MNO/JV

MSP

NW
Vendor

Premises
Owner

Figure 5-1 Shared Indoor Mobile Network Ecosystem
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In Figure 5-1, the double arrows represent the possible relations between actors involved
in the system that might or might not happen in real cases. After discussing each actor’s role
in the upcoming section, it would be more explicit that the possible relations between these
actors are definitely less than what is presented above and, based on different considerable
scenarios, only some of these relations would happen clearing the fact that what would be the
ecosystem like when it comes to deployment of the smallcell network in real cases.
Section 6.2 will discuss these relations in details.

5.2 Actors and their roles
MNO/JV
MNOs, which are also known as wireless service providers, are the companies that
provide wireless communication services and deliver the services to subscribers (in most
cases). MNOs mainly own the main resources needed in order to offer such services.
According to their business models, mostly in recent years, in some cases MNOs prefer to
only take control over such resources by different means like outsourcing O&M of their
network to outsourcees or sharing some resources by other MNOs. Some such firms have also
shown interest and tendency on focusing more on their core businesses rather than possessing
all resources, scattering their energy all over them, and also reducing their expenditures.
Therefore they are more willing to get rid of some specialized services by outsourcing some
operations (e.g. NOCs) and sharing some of those resources forming Joint Ventures (JV).
JVs, in this ecosystem, are mainly the result of sharing vital resources such as frequency
spectrum licenses, wireless network infrastructure and backhaul infrastructure since some
firms may not possess enough resources to be able to bear the competition or may be willing
to cut down costs for different reasons. On the other hand, issues such as billing, customer
care and provisioning computer systems and marketing, customer care, provisioning and
repair organizations are mainly taken care of by MNOs themselves since these are the key
factors that create the customer relation needed to the business to stay alive.
Network Vendors
Once a smallcell network is being deployed, regardless of the backhaul and facilities
related to it, the network consists of two major parts; core network and access network
(Informa telecoms & media, 2012). Core network components of smallcell networks are
mainly different gateways and convergence devices being used in order to facilitate the selforganizing property of smallcell networks. These devices mainly consist of FeGWs, security
gateways, HNB management devices and convergence servers. On the other hand, the
smallcell network also consists of access points that form the access network that all together
form the network.
According to the above break-down, Network Vendors of smallcells are active in either
of the categories or both (e.g. Cisco Systems Inc. active in both categories and D-Link
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Corporation that only manufactures FAPs). But, unless one company takes care of both
categories, since the relation between the core network vendor and the rest of the ecosystem is
through the FAP producers, the box “NW Vendor” in Figure 5-1 represents both types of
facility vendors.
Regulator
Whether in a national scope, continental scope or a global scope, there should exist an
authority to enable an optimal environment to support the telecommunication sector by
safeguarding competition, protect the interests of subscribers, enhance the readiness of eservices, and encourage investment, innovation, development and education to meet social
responsibility, and to implement best practices in regulation and supervision. Such authorities
would bring transparency, fairness and governance to the market, where the examples are The
Swedish Post and Telecom Authority (PTS) 3, European Commission Directorate General for
Communications Networks, Content and Technology (CNECT) 4 and International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) 5. As a part of the ecosystem, the Regulator has an overall
observatory role on the entire system defining rules of the game. More specifically, since the
services offered in mobile networks has become more specialized and increasingly
sophisticated, the historical competition over the network layer has moved toward the service
level according to more stable and standard network facilities, requiring a more governed
level of regulation (Beckman & Smith, 2005). Eventually, it should be mentioned that in the
analysis section, since the regulator is always present, this actor has been eliminated from the
scenarios not meaning that it does not exist but keeping in mind that the rules and legislations
are established and governed by the regulator.
Premises Owners
Whether the term “building” in in-building networks refers to a small residence, a big
building or even mobile means of transportation (e.g. trains and water crafts) there is always
an owner whom the facility belongs to. It is believed that either the premises owner or the
MNO is the one to worry regarding the coverage and capacity that should be delivered to the
subscribers that reside in those premises. The main reason for this issue would be that the
premises owners are willing to bring better and more mature services for their residents and
MNOs on the other hand would like to create a better working network. Therefore, the role of
Premises Owner as one of the actors of the eco-system is then highlighted. There are some
scenarios in which the premises owner deploy the network themselves or collaborate with the
actor doing so. In either of the situations, regarding the description of their act, the premises
owners have a saying in the quality, quantity and also how the network is being deployed. It
should be also mentioned that their role in the decision making process is more vivid when
the premises owner is considered as the whole or partial owner of the physical infrastructure
of the network.
3

http://pts.se/en-GB/About-PTS/
http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/connect/index_en.htm
5
http://www.itu.int/en/about/Pages/default.aspx
4
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Managed Service Partner (MSP)
In order to be able to define a MSP and its act in this ecosystem, first it is needed to
briefly describe the concept of Managed Services (MS). Generally speaking, it is a main
preference to be able to concentrate on what one is most good at and specifically get rid of
spending energy on specialized activities up to a reasonable extent by passing them to experts
in their fields. Therefore, Managed Services in the world of Information Technology could be
referred to as the practice of outsourcing as much as possible IT based rituals to an
Authoritative third party like it was discussed earlier in 4.1. The idea behind MSs is to
facilitate the process of transforming from a business unit being involved in many aspects to a
unit that is focused more on its specific core activities; the idea that seems to become more
interesting for MNOs during recent years. As a result of this practice there would be some
companies willing to take care of such day-to-day activities by providing managed services
being named Managed Services Providers. Since the both two terms could be abbreviated as
MSP, it should be mentioned that although a Managed Service Partner is also a MS provider,
but unless the partnership relation between the MS provider and the MNO/JV is not formed
the MS provider could not take part in the respective ecosystem. Therefore MSP, in this case,
refers to a MS provider which conducts a relation with MNO/JVs and/or Premises Owners in
order to take care of a portion or entire O&M of the smallcell network while an in-building
wireless solution is being deployed. These MSPs, in some scenarios, also offer End-to-End
Systems in which they entirely control the network on behalf of most of the actors.
MNO / JV

Regulator

End-to-End System providers
Network Element producers

Premises
Premises
Owners

Smallcell access-point producers
Component & Software providers

Subscribers

Figure 5-2 Detailed shared indoor mobile ecosystem

Based on the description of the actors and their roles represented earlier, a more detailed
view over the ecosystem is illustrated in Figure 5-2 that shows the holistic approach of such
networks. It should be mentioned that since some of the actors (e.g. component & software
providers and FAP producers) in this figure could be alternatively mutated without harming
the applied overall approach, in the Analysis Section, where the possible deployment models
are being analyzed, some parts may be eliminated. On the other hand, in the upcoming
section, the Figure 5-1 approach would be used to analyze the ecosystem based on the ARA
model since some actors in the more detailed version could be merged with each other in
order to create a more realistic view in real life scenarios.
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6. ANALYSIS
The aim of this section is to answer questions such as, whom to share with, what to share
and eventually elaborate the concept of a Comprehensive System by analyzing the
information presented in previous sections. In order to do so, possible deployment models for
SIMNs will be discussed based on earlier presented sharing and outsourcing models for
smallcell networks. Eventually, this section would help understanding why sharing has not
taken of yet in indoor networks by leading the discussion towards concluding the work and
presenting the final viable recommendations in section 7.3.

6.1 Whom to share with?
There are different scenarios viable for co-sharing indoor networks, but still this is the
main drivers of sharing that are the determinants of choosing the co-sharer. Looking into the
fact that what are the main drivers of sharing for smallcell networks, there are two valid
options for co-sharing. The first option is collaborating in form of a Joint Venture (JV) and
the second option would be collaborating with a MSP.
A joint venture is a form of collaboration between different MNOs or MVNOs in case
they lack in certain assets that is possible to fulfill by others and yet is a viable trade off to
cooperate with them. Since early types of sharing used to bring lots of complexities in terms
of agreements, decision-makings, systems changes and policies in between co-sharers, it was
needed to form a new method of collaboration that comply a more prosperous system. The
deficiencies of previous systems needed to be overtaken since sharing still enables reducing
costs in many cases. Therefore, the joint venture concept as a standalone entity that is derived
from co-sharing entities emerged. The idea is that a JV should be able to make its own
decisions in order to avoid complexities related to dependencies in decision makings at the
same time each entity’s representative should accomplish its parent firm’s general policies. As
a conclusion, JVs are mainly interesting to those operators that lack in viable assets willing to
acquiesce to do so.
A MSP or an authoritative third party (as discussed earlier in section 4) is a company that
is capable of managing the operator’s network along with operating the network on its behalf.
The MSP is the one that handles the NOC for the operator helping them dynamize their
business models by focusing more on non-technical side of their business. To be more
precise, the MSP can act in two manners, one being only an outsourcee for NOCs and related
issues to it, and on the other hand a representer of a comprehensive system (wholesale
sharing) by taking control of assets such as spectrum and network infrastructure while leasing
them back to MNOs in right time right place. Another form of business activity by MSP has
also been discussed earlier in section 4.2 known as SCaaS, which can be considered as a step
towards implementing Comprehensive Systems.
According to Örjan Fall (VP at 3GNS R&D Solutions AB), one major issue in front of
some outsourcees (second group, non-infrastructure vendors) for offering comprehensive
system models based on wholesale sharing would be lack of specific resources. These
resources may be referred to financial credibility and also spectrum licenses as well as lack of
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experience in CR management. Financial credibility would be the main driver for
empowering the other two factors as well, of course in case available spectrum licenses exist.
6.1.1

A real comprehensive system

By intersecting the three areas of discussion related to indoor networks (Figure 1-6) on
one hand and considering the viable sharing models described earlier on the other hand, as
well as the idea of outsourcing O&M of smallcell networks, two valid options are available
for a so-called comprehensive system in different markets. But first the concept of a
Comprehensive System needs to be scrutinized, and then the possible models will be
described in details in the upcoming section.
A comprehensive system, also referred to as an end-to-end system, mainly represents the
operation of those network vendors who offer and provide a comprehensive femtocell
solution including production of FAPs, FeGWs and other necessary middleware on one hand
and operate the operators’ network on their behalf on the other hand. In addition to the above
procedures, the representative of such a system would also take control over the main assets
in this ecosystem and evolves an end-to-end approach for different actors by sharing the
assets among multiple players. This then would be done by sharing coverage and capacity
through bindings and agreements on the service layer, known as SLAs. The aim of
implementing a CS is to enable benefiting all the drivers of sharing (mentioned in 3.1) plus
creating a great flexibility for different operators in a way that they could obtain either entire
or different parts of the system based on their needs and policies in order to maintain the
differentiation they are not willing to forsake.
Therefore, a so-called CS could be denominated to each of the following systems;
•
•

An end-to-end system that controls the entire network as well as all active and
passive assets of the network,
An end-to-end solution which operates and manages the network on behalf of
others (i.e. operators) along with supplying the network by its own products.

Since the second option is more or less like a fully outsourcee, in this report the first option
would be used as the definition of a CS in different models.

6.2 Possible Deployment Models
In the basic model of deployment, a smallcell network is considered as a system where
one operator (or probably a JV) deploys its own network and also operates and manages the
network itself, and then the business relations between different actors would be as illustrated
in Figure 6-1. Keep in mind that the premises owner is considered as an enterprise in which
an in-building smallcell network is being deployed but also can be considered as a residential
smallcell network, both of which comply with the same business relations. Keeping in mind
this basic model, in this section, by considering all different possible options for deploying
smallcell networks, the most viable model that author believes could bring up the most profit
for different actors are being discussed. These models are based on the most recent industrial
and research trends going on in the ecosystems as well as the state of the art technologies
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enabling new approaches. One can negotiate that some of these models are not deployed
anywhere

Figure 6-1 Basic indoor network deployment

By investigating different possible models both from MNOs’ and third parties’ points of
view, the following options would be presented and afterwards concluded as in Table 6-1.
The models presented here are not the only valid options when it comes to deployment of
smallcell networks, these are considered as the most viable options that most importantly take
Sharing and Outsourcing into account:
1) A MNO or a JV between MNOs deploys and operates the indoor networks
(Figure 6-1 Basic indoor network deployment).
2) A MNO/JV deploys the network and a third party only handles network’s O&M
regardless of network deployment (Figure 6-2).
3) A MSP deploys the network and handles its O&M as well, for either one MNO/JV
or more (Figure 6-3).
4) A MSP deploys its own Smallcell network and makes roaming agreements with
MNOs/JVs for outdoor coverage (Figure 6-4).
5) An enterprise deploys an indoor network and manages it itself making roaming
agreements for outdoor coverage (Figure 6-5).
6) The MSP (that is also a NW vendor) deploys the network and also takes care of its
O&M offering a comprehensive system based on Service Layer agreements while
making roaming agreements for outdoor coverage (Figure 6-6).
After representing the viable solutions, Table 6-1 would be used in order to discuss
different scenarios of deploying Smallcell networks along with a more vivid description of the
business relations between actors involved. It is believed that the sharing models investigated
in section 3.3 could be interchangeably used in these scenarios based on the needs. Keep in
mind that the main outcome of each solution (as stated in Table 6-1) is general, considering
that they might be broken down to sub categories from which any actor may benefit diversely.
This table also illustrates that according to different standpoints of operators and third parties,
the relevant options may differ in a specific type of partnership. This matter elucidates the fact
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that operators and third parties have different business goals that may or may not coincide.
Therefore, it could be derived that the most mutually profitable option would be the one that
both parties consent to.
From Operators’ point of view

From third parties’ point of view

Type of
partnership

Main actor

Outcome

Valid
option

Main
actor

Outcome

Valid
option

Share

JV

Save CapEx

1

JV

Added value

2

Save OpEx

2

MSP

Added value

2

MSP

Added value

3

Enterprise

Special services

56

MSP

New revenue stream

6

Outsource

Authoritative

third party

Share &
Outsource

MSP-JV

Save CapEx
& OpEx

2 or 3

Comprehensive
System

MSP

Great
Flexibility

6

Table 6-1 Cross comparison of Operators and third parties points of view on Smallcell networks

Outsourcing only O&M or Model 2
In this model, an operator or a joint venture between multiple operators deploys the
network. Therefore, in order to provision the network infrastructure as well as the required
components, a relation between the MNO/JV and the NW vendor should exist. On the other
hand, when the network had been deployed, the operation and maintenance of the network is
then outsourced to an authoritative third party making the MSP responsible for the operational
procedures of the network and sustain the relation with the premises owner. Let’s not forget
that in order to deploy the network, an initial relation 7 between the MNO/JV and the premises
owner is established but this relationship tends to end after the deployment phase. Since the
deployment period of the network is incomparable to the operational period, the initial
relation is no longer a matter of interest, due to the fact that all the responsibilities are on the
MSP. Since the subscribers are located at the premises (that can be an enterprise or a public
transportation station or else), they are framed in the same box with the premises owner but it
should not be forgotten that since the CR is being taken care of by the MNO/JV, there always
exist a mutual relation between the end-users and the MNO/JV.
From the operator’s point of view, the main driver to implement such a model would be
decreasing the indoor network OpEx as well as focusing more on CR. On the other hand, the
main driver for a third party to take part in such a model would be benefiting from an Added
Value since the firm might have been an active outsourcee for other O&M related rituals for
Macrocell networks. This model could also be favored by new entrants who possess enough

6

Since this solution seems to be quite costly in terms of acquiring spectrum licenses, in case of high
delicacy it may be worthy of deployment.
7 This initial relation has been illustrated as a dashed grey line in Figure 6-2 and Figure 6-3
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assets in terms of financial credibility but lack in technical proficiency or even may only
contemplate to take care of the CR related side of the scenario and not the technical side.
MNO/JV

MSP

NW
vendor
Premises Owner
Premises Owner

Figure 6-2 Outsourcing only O&M

Generally speaking, based on the list of the drivers of sharing presented in section 3.1,
this model guaranties all the drivers instead of saving CapEx in case the spectrum is also
being shared among different operators (either in form of a JV or else). According to
Table 6-1, this model is the one that has been selected the most showing that, in real life
scenarios, it can be probably the most viable option among others not causing any less
capability on leveraging by differentiation of services being offered from an operator.
SCaaS or Model 3

MNO/JV

MSP

NW vendor

Premises Owner

Figure 6-3 Small Cell as a Service

As the most interesting approach that is already being implemented yet amongst others,
which also has been very recently introduced and validated by some known actors in the
ecosystem (e.g. Smallcell forum), this scheme represents both Models 3 and 4 but with some
substantial differences. In Model 3 that could also be referred to as SCaaS, the MSP is the
main actor in the ecosystem playing all the major parts. In this model, the MSP deploys and
operates the network on behalf of the MNO/JV trying to enhance the quality of the respective
MNO/JV’s network by expanding the coverage as well as capacitating their overall network
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by means of densifying the network via deploying Femtocells indoors. The MSP also takes
care of the relations needed with the premises owner (throughout both deployment and
operational periods of the network) on one hand and the relations with NW vendors during the
supply chain on the other hand. It should also be added that there might be some business
relations needed between premises owner and the MNO/JV in the initial steps in regard to
bind some needed agreements but since the main procedure is through the operational period
it can be avoided in the scheme.
Stand-alone third party or Model 4
Model 4 that is illustrated by Figure 6-4 is the first model in which the role of a third
party as a stand-alone operator would be imprinted in the ecosystem. This scheme could be an
answer to the idea that some authoritative third parties would have wanted to enter the
telecom market as an operator for a while. But with regard to the fact that it has not been an
easy process (i.e. acquiring spectrum, lack of financial credibility, competing with existing
operators with Significant Market Power and so on) it seems that focusing only on indoor
deployments could be a valid option for such companies; whilst the target sector till recently
had been macrocell networks. In this model, considering the fact that it is possible for the
MSP to get spectrum license, MSP deploys its own indoor network and acquires new
subscribers while serves its customers outdoors via roaming agreements bound with MNOs
where the most critical part of the process would be taking care of CR related issues. During
the deployment period, the MSP needs to establish connections with the NW vendors as a part
of the procurement process. Afterwards, during the operational period of the network,
regarding maintaining the facilities this relation should be sustained as well. On the other
hand, there should be some negotiations with Premises Owners in order to acquire permission
to deploy the network as well as opening possibilities to attract specific customers via
premises owners (e.g. deploying enterprise smallcell networks such as enterprise solutions for
specifically targeted customers). Therefore, the wireless subscribers could be either handled
via the premises owners (in case of enterprise solutions) or via the MSP’s CR policies per se.
it should not be forgotten that since the MSP is believed to be an operator only targeting
indoors, the subscribers would be taken care of (regarding mobile services) by existing MNOs
via business relations between the MSP and MNO/s (i.e. roaming agreements).
MNO/JV

MSP

NW
vendor

Premises Owner

Figure 6-4 Stand alone third party
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Demand based enterprise network or Model 5
As the fifth model being presented, Model 5 is pretty much the same as Model 4, in
which the roles of the MSP has been assigned to the Premises Owner making it the main actor
in the ecosystem. This model represents a valid option for those enterprises that would like to
deploy their own indoor networks in order to accommodate their employees in their buildings
themselves for specific reasons (e.g. to be able to offer special location based services or etc.).
Therefore, all business relations regardless of the Premises Owner-MSP relation are
equivalent to Model 4 as well as the roaming agreements with MNO/JVs. It still could be
MNO/JV

NW
vendor

Premises
Owner
Figure 6-5 Premises Owner acting as an outsourcee

negotiated that whether acquiring spectrum licenses for deploying only one enterprise
smallcell network worth or not, in terms of capital expenditures, for a small-scale business but
it should be considered that such a scheme could be also implemented with the aid of nonlicensed spectrum as well.
Comprehensive system or Model (6)
As the most comprehensive and thorough model among all presented models in this
section, Model 6 represents the idea of creating complete flexibility along with lowering costs
in terms of both capital and operational expenditures for operators. In this model, the NW
vendor which also acts as MSP, would start deploying the network with its own manufactured
devices (mainly), which represents taking control of passive assets of the network. On the
other hand, in order to control the active parts of the network, MSP would also acquire the
spectrum licenses needed to implement frequency sharing in the most utilized manner.
The major business relations in this scheme then would be between MSP/NW vendor and
MNO/JV on one hand and the Premises Owners on the other hand. The prior relation is to
offer the solution to the operators while binding agreements with them in order to serve them
with a mature flexible system. This way, the operators are responsible of taking care of
customers in terms of handling CR related issues, while the MSP takes care of the network
O&M. the latter relation then would be needed in the implementation period as well as the
operational period of the network. Last but not least, the relation between MSP and Premises
Owners could also be regarding the negotiations needed to be able to implement such network
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in their respected premises and use their facilities in the network, in case the MSP is taking
care of this side of the story as well, otherwise the operator would bind the necessary
agreements 8.

MNO/JV

MSP/NW
vendor

Premises Owner

Figure 6-6 Wholesale Sharing

The schematic of the so-called wholesale sharing model that offers an end-to-end solution
to operators is illustrated in Figure 6-7 where the distinction between core networks is vividly
observable. The author believes this model could be used in order to take of the lack of
sharing and outsourcing in in-building mobile networks due to its win-win offering for almost
all involved actors.

Figure 6-7 MSP running its own network

8

It is recommended that MSP takes control of this part as well in order to control all assets together
and implement a complete managed service system and use this factor as an advantage to attract
more MNOs as customer.
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7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
As it is proposed in the introduction section of this report, the aim of this study was
resolving the ambiguity of why despite the network sharing plus outsourcing the operation
and maintenance of its services and infrastructure has become a proven principle for lowering
costs and catalyzing ROI in macrocell and DAS networks, such an approach has not been
applied and/or promoted in indoor wireless networks. In order to enable investigating this
issue, a series of research questions had been defined in a way to break down the big picture
into smaller negotiable pieces. These questions then had been studied via the following steps.
 Finding any SIN solutions that has been deployed (either successful or not).
 Studying existing sharing models in networks (i.e. Macro/Pico cell networks, LAN, Fiber and
etc.).
 Investigating the most viable solution for indoor sharing (i.e. either MOSN or Roaming).
 Investigating the obstacles in front of SINs.
 Figuring out the major actors when it comes to deploying SINs as well as possible hidden
actors.
 Figuring out the missing enabler (missing ring in the chain), which would connect other parts
of this study.

Therefore, during different paces, the above seven steps have been accomplished and
based on the information obtained from representatives of different actors of SMIN ecosystem
the analysis has been performed in order to illustrate a possible basis for new business models
in deployment of SIMNs. This process enabled equalizing the three major aspects of indoor
mobile networks that had been previously mentioned as the research gap (the goal of this
study had been to fill this gap). This equilibration was performed by focusing more on sharing
and outsourcing in smallcell networks and clarifying the possible opportunities of sharing,
outsourcing and their respective potential benefits in deploying in-building mobile networks.
Eventually, after representing the possible sharing models and then discussing outsourcing in
smallcell networks, the most viable deployment models that the author believes are most
beneficial for different actors had been presented by collating sharing and outsourcing
(section 6.2, Possible Deployment Models).

7.1 The research questions
What is the missing ring in deployment of Shared Indoor Mobile Network chain; proper
technology, a suitable business model or someone who understands both?
The investigations during this study illustrated that the missing ring here is neither the
proper mobile technology nor the apparent financial benefits of such deployment models but
the lack of proper business models that have been proposed by a proper actor. So, by looking
into presented sharing models for macrocell networks it could be deduced that the so-called
wholesale network sharing model (Ericsson, 2012) designed for outdoor mobile networks
along with some supplementary changes with regard to in-building deployments’ specific
needs could be the driver for deploying SINs.
The introduction of a MSP along with the concept of comprehensive systems in the SIMN
ecosystem proposes the idea that a proper knowledge both in telecommunication, in terms of
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general technicalities of deploying networks, and the economy of deploying mobile networks
could originate new bases for viable business models while deploying SIMNs. Although, it is
still up to the existing operators whether to benefit from it or not. Therefore, it seems that
studies done by few existing Tele-Economists in this filed, trying to generate proper business
models, could be the origin of future market expansion in SIMNs.
Who are the different actors when either Multi-Operator Shared Network or Roaming is being
deployed and how do they affect the business models?
As it was described in section 5, different actors are involved in the smallcell ecosystem
that all of them could affect the way that SINs are being deployed (i.e. which solution to use).
So, this question was the main driver for analyzing different deployment options based on the
ARA 9 model in section 6.2, from which Regulator, MNO/JV, Network Vendor and finally the
MSP are the major ones affecting the ecosystem the most. Based on the business relations
between these actors, described in 6.2, it is believed that MSPs cause much impressions on
the system by influencing all business relations creating different business models in which
either Multi-operator or Roaming solutions could be used.
What qualifications should the authoritative third party have to be entitled an outsourcee in
the shared indoor mobile network ecosystem?
The main characteristic of a third party that nominates it as an outsourcee would be being
capable of offering managed services with regards to O&M of smallcell networks. By
offering such services the third party would be then named a MSP where the last letter stands
for either provider or partner depending on the business relations between the MSP and the
rest of the ecosystem (specifically MNO/JV). On the other hand, NW vendors have a great
say in this, since the operators would probably trust the producer of the facility more than
anyone in case of operating the same devices. Therefore, being able to operate the network
based on possessing qualified competence (either form prior similar experiences or being the
producer of the facility) would be a determinative factor. It could also be mentioned being
able to offer an end-to-end system (a comprehensive system) would also go a long way in
impressing those operators who are willing to focus more on CR and their core business
activities. Eventually, having good reputation in terms of being an O&M outsourcee is also
believed to have a significant impact on being accepted as a MSP.
Which solution presents a better revenue model, Multi-Operator Shared Network or
Roaming?
Yet it is not pretty vivid which solution is more profitable in comparison to the other one
when it comes to deployment of SINs since it totally dependent on different approaches being
used while deploying the network. Initially, when these two solutions were compared, the
main challenge had been finding a proper business model that would be able to take the most
advantage from any of these two according to the idea that deploying SINs is only just a
matter of time, meaning that sooner or later it would happen.
9

Actors, Resources and Activities model as it was described in the Methodology section.
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Now that the basis for multiple business models have been derived, according to the
presented Possible Deployment Models, since the comprehensive system benefits from the
Multi-operator solution, this approach seems to be more prosperous based on the fact that
both parties (operator and MSP) would benefit simultaneously. It should not be forgotten that
this proposal is valid based on the assumption that there exist no major technical difference
between these two solutions making either of them specifically more difficult to implement.
Which Technical Considerations, such as frequency spectrum, Patents and etc. affect
deployment of shared indoor mobile networks (either Multi-Operator Shared Network or
Roaming solutions)?
Although this study has been done based on the assumption that deploying shared indoor
smallcell networks is technically possible and there are no major technical deficits, but still
based on the sharing models being implemented in the system some technical considerations
may affect these networks. First and foremost, the frequency spectrum plays a major role on
making principal decisions. The idea that without possessing any spectrum license how a
company would consider acting as an operator is quite stimulating causing reaching out for
partners such as MSPs offering CSs sometimes. So, the frequency spectrum should be
considered as the most relevant technical consideration in this case. Eventually, regarding
shared capacity, it should be considered that regulators should also allow license owners to
sell network capacity and also allow third parties to own active assets and sell shared capacity
as well.
On the other hand, the other major affective technical consideration would be the network
appliances that are used in smallcell networks; FAPs and FeGWs. Considering that a smallcell
network, in terms of hardware, mainly consists of these two types of devices regardless of the
backhaul, these devices should be capable of supporting sharing when either of solutions is
being used. As an answer to this dilemma, the investigations throughout this study showed
that this issue had been taken care of by NW vendors in different ways based on different
sharing models to be used. As an example, due to technological improvements, nowadays the
FAPs have shrunk in size considerably, enabling even putting two small FAPs in one bigger
integrated box serving two different frequency spectrums pretending to be one single device
acting as a multi-operator femtocell transceiver.

7.2 Challenges
Like any other system to be deployed, it is evident that many challenges exist in front of
different aspects of smallcell networks that should be introduced and discussed prior to
making any decision by actors of the ecosystem. Among all existing challenges, some major
ones which seem to become complex dilemmas would be introduced here trying to trigger the
discussion towards resolving possible obstacles; the Big brother dilemma, the Coverage
dilemma, the ISP dilemma and the Regulator out of which the first two ones already have
occurred among actors of the ecosystem.
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Big brother dilemma
It is still negotiable why some major NW vendors do not believe in femtocells and rolling
out smallcell networks or why they do not promote the concept of SIMNs, but this would not
be the topic although it is quite effective on the ecosystem. What is going to be argued here is
the consequence of such determination.
Let us consider a pioneer country in telecommunication industry in which one such big
brother who is a leading actor in the global telecom ecosystem exists, and it does not support
smallcells. According to the fact that the concept of CS which should be offered by a MSP (in
this case principally the Big brother) seems to be the most optimum solution of all, and as
regards this firm would probably act as an outsourcee for some national operators, those
operators would most probably prefer to outsource their smallcell networks to this respective
big brother. Since that company does not promote smallcell CSs and would not offer such
solutions, it could be expected that such systems will not be implemented unless an operator
sense the urge to adopt either other deployment options or replace the service provider.
Coverage dilemma
Although it is quite pervasive to believe that femtocells are much more than only
increasing coverage and enhancing the network in terms of covered area, but still many
believe that since the macrocells are covering indoors as well there is no need to deploy
smallcell networks. In some markets such as Sweden where due to different reasons, such as
regulations, high level of offered QOS and etc., the macrocell network performs pretty well
by covering almost everywhere including indoors, some actors still express the unrequirement of IMNs whether shared or not. The consequences of such opinion are so
affective that it prohibits accepting and/or even considering other advantages of the femtocell
technology that are quite distinctive such as offloading traffic from macrocells.
ISP dilemma
When SIMNs become more populated and operators start rolling out smallcell networks
in large scales, the Internet Service Providers may see this situation both as a threat and an
opportunity. As we know, femtocells rely heavily on existing internet connections indoors
(mainly through existing LANs delivering internet connection from ISPs) as the backhaul for
their networks. Considering that the bandwidth dedicated to the internet connection is enough
for both femtocell traffic and other previous services concurrently, femtocells would add extra
Megabytes or Gigabytes to the overall data volume been consumed based on capacity being
used by smallcell users. As a result, while ISPs are observing this situation they may
contemplate that the MNOs are benefiting from the ISPs resources without sharing the
emergent revenue with them determining they might want some portion of the revenue as
well. Let’s not forget that in some cases the ISP offering Internet access in a specific premise
is the rivalry MNO that also offers broadband connections. On the other hand, based on the
fact that ISPs are mainly experiencing low margins in their benefits, they can oversee this
challenge as an opportunity and offer better rates to those operators who may be willing to use
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higher data packages from such ISPs, resulting in a differentiated offer and probably more
customers.
Regulator
The regulator dilemma could be taken into account from 2 points of view:
1. Authorizing usage of shared licensed frequencies and/or regulating selling
network capacity (both in terms of spectrum licenses) along with allowing third
parties to own active resources.
2. Regulating network sharing both active and passively in Smallcell networks by
making constraints.
By introduction of wholesale network sharing in macrocell networks, regulators were
persuaded to consider shared spectrum licenses as a response to lack of sharing and
outsourcing. This way, comprehensive systems would also benefit from the situation,
encouraging third parties to act as one. Otherwise, one of the main drivers behind rolling out
CSs that is benefiting from shared active assets would then be counteracted. On the other
hand, regulators may decide upon forcing operators by making legislative constraints in order
to dominate economies of scale and more importantly economies of scope which would in the
long run profit end users.

7.3 Recommendation
It is considered that the existing and possible future smallcell operators could be
categorized as illustrated in Figure 7-1, where based on this categorization some
recommendations are formulated. These recommendations are believed to be most beneficial
for such types of smallcell operators based on the proposed deployment models in section 6.2.
It can also be presumed that these recommendations would bring the most optimized
flexibility and revenue growth for different types of operators with minimal variations. So,
different operators, based on their existing business models, can adopt a part and enhance
their efficiency.

Figure 7-1 Categorized different exisitng and possible futre operators
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It is recommended that each type of operator adopt the recommended viable option based on
Table 6-1 Cross comparison of Operators and third parties points of view on Smallcell
networks), of which the final results are presented and justified here in Table 7-1.
Traditional operators
Type of
partnership

MNO

Third party

JV

MVNO

MSP

Premises
Owner

Auth. 3rd
party

Incumbent

Greenfield

Rationale

Reducing
OpEx
mainly by
outsourcing

Reducing
CapEx
mainly by
sharing

Reducing
CapEx &
OpEx

Reducing
CapEx &
OpEx

Generate
new
revenue
stream

To offer
specific
services

To obtain
added
value

Recommended
option

2 or 3

3

6

6

6

5

2

Sharing is
the origin
of JVs so,
reducing
costs is a
quite
convincing
factor

SMP
deficit is
their
reason to
be a
virtual
operator
so,
lowered
costs is a
KPI

Their
philosoph
y is to
partnerup with
other
actors and
offer CSs

Justification

Further
recommendation

They already
have SMP and
are not willing
to risk their
position by
sharing

Act as a CS
provider

They have
enough
financial
credibility to
implement
their solo
network

Benefit from
CSs and
Focus on
Outsource
focus more
CR and
as much as
on core
stay
possible
business
flexible
activities
Table 7-1 Recommendation formulation

---

They try to
cover a
niche
market

Create a
new
format of
model 6
and benefit
from CSs

They are
believed
to be
specialists
in O&M
that do
the job in
an
optimized
manner

---

Final words
Looking back at Figure 1-5 and the GAP in deployment of shared indoor mobile
networks, it can be concluded that a proper end-to-end system that utilizes all three aspects of
deploying indoor mobile networks in a uniform and fair manner (with regards to their level of
effectiveness) could be the proper answer to trigger haring and outsourcing in smallcell
networks.

7.4 Future work
Although femtocells and smallcell networks are one of the hottest topics amongst telecom
researchers and industry, but still the important role of wireless local area networks
(WLANs), that are based on the IEEE 802.11 standards, in offloading mobile data should not
be withdrawn. Therefore, it can be assumed that the future of in-building wireless networks
heavily relies on both Wi-Fi and femtocell technologies concurrently or even a combinatorial
appliance that benefit from both technologies at the same time. Therefore, as a follow up to
this study, a similar investigation, like what has been done in this study, on deploying SIMNs
based on Integrated Femto Wi-Fi (IFW) access points can be done, though it had been
touched upon quite briefly in this study in section 3.3.
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Considering the unlicensed spectrum nature of Wi-Fi, in both cases of using either
IFWAPs or FAPs, an investigation towards usage of unlicensed spectrum in smallcell
networks could also be pursued as a follow up to this study. It should be considered that
exploiting integrated Femto-WiFi devices or even femtocells that use unlicensed frequency
spectrum would cause considerable reduction in per bit costs resulting in lower per bit total
cost of ownership (TCO) for operators. On the other hand, studying the role of smallcells as
the undermost layer in the hierarchy of Heterogeneous Networks’ infrastructure based on the
presented models in this study could be done determining the role of pico-femtocells in
network planning and architecture. Eventually, a detailed SWOT analysis of the six proposed
models in the “possible deployment models” section can be performed by considering both
using licensed spectrum and unlicensed spectrum.

Network Control

Since the number of involved actors in the convenient cooperation patterns are more than
the case of macrocells (i.e. MNOs, outsourcees, regulator and premises owners), considering a
wining model exclusively for operators may not be the case anymore. Therefore, as a result,
representing a Win-Win model for all collaborating actors that corresponds to all actors’
business models and agendas by satisfying both their strategic and financial expectations
seems to be the answer. Investigating such models, based on the tradeoff between level of
network sharing and control over network (Figure 7-2) in different markets (different
countries) according to different distribution of SMP between involved actors also seems to
be a viable follow up to this study.

Passive RAN
sharing

Active RAN
sharing
Roaming
Network Sharing
Figure 7-2 A wining model for mobile operators
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